We investigate the electronic Bloch oscillation in bilayer graphene gradient superlattices using transfer matrix method. By introducing two kinds of gradient potentials of square barriers along electrons propagation direction, we find that Bloch oscillations up to terahertz can occur. WannierStark ladders, as the counterpart of Bloch oscillation, are obtained as a series of equidistant transmission peaks, and the localization of the electronic wave function is also signature of Bloch oscillation. Furthermore, the period of Bloch oscillation decreases linearly with increasing gradient of barrier potentials.
Bloch oscillation (BO) describes the periodic motion of charged particles in crystals when the particles are subjected to a uniform external electric field [1] . In 1928, Bloch and Zener predicted that an electron in crystals experienced BO both in momentum and the real space [2] when a homogeneous static electrical field is applied, which is known as electronic Bloch oscillation (EBO). In the earlier times, this concept has led to a long time controversy [3] because of the issues that a constant external electronic field causes an oscillation current while there were no experimental realizations at that time. EBO is difficult to be observed in regular crystals because scattering destroys the coherence of Bloch states before a single BO can be completed [4, 5] . The frequency counterpart of BO is the Wannier-Stark ladders (WSLs), a series of energy levels separated by a constant value [6] . Later until 1992, the appearance of semiconductor superlattices, which have a long periodicity d and a narrow miniband width, makes the observation of EBO and WSLs possible [7] [8] [9] . Since then, BO has been investigated extensively in semicoductor superlattices both theoretically and experimentally [2, 9] .
Recently, the experimental realization of graphene superlattices [10, 11] has drawn much attentions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In graphene, the low-energy charge carries behave as massless Dirac fermions, which leads to many interesting electronic properties, and the bilayer graphene (BLG) provides a semiconductor with a gap tunable by the electric field effect [23, 24] . For BO, it has important potential applications, such as designing infrared detectors, emitters, or lasers which can be tuned in the terahertz frequency range simply by varying the applied electric field [25, 26] . This raises the questions of the existence and interesting properties of BO in graphene-based superlattices (GSLs). However, only a few works showing properties of BO related with graphene until now [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and its experimental realization is still in vacancy.
In this letter, we investigate EBO in bilayer graphene gradient superlattices, and propose a general way to control the BO. BLG is an attractive candidate for transistor applications since it has a tunable gap which varies in proportion to the electric field perpendicular to the layers [27] . By studying the band structures, transmission spectrum and wave functions, it is significant to see that terahertz Bloch oscillations and WSLs can be generated in BLG GSLs. The band structures are spatially titling and separated by gaps, and WSLs are seen as a series of equidistant transmission peaks. Moreover, the wave functions localize spatially, which also works as the evidence of BO. Fig. 1 shows the system of BLG GSLs. In Fig. 1(a) , we introduce a gradient in the potential height of higher barriers (A) and lower barriers (B) by decreasing ∆V per period. Here, A (B) denotes alternating barriers V A (V B ) with the widths w A (w B ). A period contains V A and V B . At the ith period, the potentials with coordinate can be expressed briefly as
is the number of period and Λ=w A + w B . In Fig. 1(b) , we introduce a gradient ∆w in the widths of barriers (A) and wells (B) while keeping other parameters constant. In the same period, the width of barrier and well is the same. At ith period, the width of barrier (or well) is
Here the potential structure is symmetric so w 1 =w N . As one will see in Fig. 6 , this specific structure can make an interesting and symmetric band structure.
We consider the one-particle Hamiltonian for BLĜ
where V (x) is the electrostatic potential, t ′ is the interlayer coupling, the momentum operators T . Due to the translation invariance in the y direction, the wave function can be rewritten as ϕ m = ϕ m e iky y , m = 1, 2, 3, 4. The solution of eigenequation leads to a transfer matrix
which connects the wave function at any two points inside the jth potential, and
Here
The entire transfer matrix X= 2N j=1 M j (w j , E, k y ) is for the whole structure. We also get the reflection coefficient r=r(E, k y ) and the transmission coefficient t=t(E, k y )
. (5) x i,j (i, j = 1, 2) is the element of total transfer matrix X. Meanwhile, if we define a matrix Q as
here w n is the width in the nth potential and the matrix Q denotes the transport of particles in the x direction. So the wave functions ϕ m at any coordinate 
where m=1,2,3,4 and Q mn are the elements of matrix Q.
It is conveniently to calculate the band structures, transmission spectrum and reflection coefficient by transfer matrix method [15] . Fig. 2 represents the trace maps for two situations with the change of the depth in the system shown as Fig.1(a) . One can see that the minibands (white) and minigaps (gray) incline under the external inclined potential, which implies that the band edges depend linearly on the depth of sample. The trace maps becomes titling, thus the occurrence of BO becomes possible. In Fig. 2(a) , the white line in bandgap denotes the central position of zero-k gap [28] , and we highlight two regions called region I and region II using two adjacent horizonal lines. EBO usually takes place in these regions, so we call them Bloch zone. Certainly, there shall be a general condition for such occurrence of BO, which will be discussed latter. Compared with Fig. 2(a) , a larger ∆V makes the structure more tilting and the two Bloch zones overlap. Assuming that an electron with energy of 75meV, as the red arrows show, it will oscillate in the left band. Because of the overlap of the Bloch zone, electrons may resonant tunnel from the left miniband to the right and oscillate in the right band, which is called Zener tunneling. Thus, Bloch-Zener oscillation takes place. We could have a better understanding of this phenomenon with transmission spectrum in Fig. 3 .
Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the behavior of transmission spectrums. From Figs. 3(a) , one can see that there are several transmission peaks equally spaced by ∆E B , which demonstrates the formation of WSLs, but electrons are totally reflected when the incident energy is outside of the Bloch zone. Conductance G is a remarkable transport factor [13, 28, 29] , which are plotted in Figs value when electrons are at normal incident. In Figs. 5(a) and (b), we plot the wave functions defined by Eq. 7, corresponding to Figs. 2(a) and (b) , respectively. We find that ϕ 1 and ϕ 3 (ϕ 2 and ϕ 4 ) have the same values because of the symmetry of Hamiltonian. The incident energy of electrons in Fig. 5(a) matches one of the transmission peaks in Fig. 3(a) rather well. Fig. 5 (a) demonstrates that wave functions are highly localized from 100nm to 700nm, which corresponds to Fig. 2(a) perfectly. The localized wave functions means electrons oscillate at this region. Intriguingly, the wave functions localize at two parts of the system, see Fig. 5(b) . This can be explained by the effect of Bloch-Zener oscillation. Finding a general condition to control the BO is more useful. In Fig. 6(a) , we define the zero-k gap as the center and label the gap (G denotes its width) and minibands(B denotes its width) from center in order. Combining with Fig. 2 , the general condition for occurrence of BO can be expressed as
Thus one can control the occurrence of BO by adjusting the number of period N or the gradient of potential ∆V . But the width of minibands and gaps is dominated by several parameters such as potential values and barrier's width and interlayer coupling. Fig. 6(a) shows the width of gaps and minibands highly depend on the barriers' widths, and Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) show the effect of potential values and t ′ , respectively. The domain parameter in BO mechanic is the frequency and we study the effect of t ′ and ∆V on T B in Fig. 6(d) . It is obvious that T B decreases linearly as ∆V increases, which provides a proper way to control the Bloch frequency. A much larger t ′ is necessary for the developing of BO as the gaps become larger with a larger t ′ , which is helpful for the reflection of electron at the boundary of minibands.
In another system shown as Fig. 1(b) , BO can also emerge. In the vicinity of zero-k gap shown as white horizonal line in Fig. 7(a) , system has robust transport properties. The band structure is symmetric and changes non-linearly with depth of sample, but the zero-k gap stays at the same position. There is also a Bloch zone at 60-80meV. Different from the transmission spectrum in Fig. 3 , the distance between the peaks in Fig. 7(b) is not the same. Wave functions localize at some special regions shown as Fig. 7(c) , which coincides perfectly with the band structure, as the red arrows shown in Fig. 7(a) .
In summary, EBO and Bloch-Zener oscillation in two kinds of BLG GSLs are investigated. It is found that terahertz BO and WSLs can be generated in BLG GSLs. In our systems, the band structures are spatially titling and separated by gaps. WSLs appear as a series of equally spaced transmission peaks. By changing the potential's gradient (height or width), BO's period can be tunable linearly. Our proposal is in principle possible realized by time-resolved electro-optic technique [31] [32] [33] . These results may be important to the applications in graphenebased electronics [16] [17] [18] [19] .
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